Oracle Cloud Jumpstart Services for the Public Sector
Set Yourself up for Success
Moving your on-premise Oracle Enterprise environments to the cloud can provide many benefits.
However, to do so effectively, you need the right guidance and expertise. Together, Affigent and Courage
IT can help you quickly and efficiently generate a maximum return on investment by providing a
comprehensive set of services and hands-on training. Our team of Oracle Cloud experts will help you:
•

•
•
•
•

Develop a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) that includes a high level analysis of your current
architecture versus future cloud architecture, and savings that can be realized from server,
storage, network, labor, and software license costs.
Develop a phased migration plan that includes determining when to move workloads to the
cloud.
Maximize your overall Oracle investment by understanding and utilizing key Oracle Cloud
offerings.
Set up, manage, and automate your cloud instances.
Administer and maintain your environments.

The Jumpstart Process
Once our cloud team assesses your current on-premises environment, we establish your budget requirements and provide a total cost of ownership (TCO) analysis for your move to the Oracle Cloud. Next, we
guide you through the entire process from provisioning and user set up, to administration and maintenance. After setting up your environment, our cloud experts will host a training workshop to help your
team navigate the new environments and discuss how to realize the full potential of your Oracle Cloud
investment with key stakeholders.
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Jumpstart Process Overview
Our Jumpstart service offering has clearly defined levels of service designed for Oracle Cloud configurations
and is specifically tailored for public sector organizations. This program can be customized to fit your specific
requirements. In general, the Jumpstart program is conducted in four phases:

Step 1: Assess

Step 2: Planning

Step 3: Build

Step 4: Training

Assess your current on premise environment, discuss budget,
identify TCO and key business outcomes for moving to the cloud.
Match your requirements to Oracle Cloud Offerings.

Develop a project plan to modernize and innovate your server
environment, as well as realize cost savings using Oracle Cloud
offerings.

Walk-through an example of provisioning and user set up for an Oracle Cloud instance.
Set up servers, storage, memory, monitoring capabilities, governance and role-based
access. Create automated scripts for building, tearing down, expanding and compressing
instances.

Conduct a 2-day training workshop for up to 10 people. Hold a
half-day session with key stakeholders to brainstorm ways to
maximize your cloud investment now and into the future.

The Affigent & Courage Difference
When it comes to executing cloud migrations, we understand that time, integrity, accuracy and security of your data is
critical. The faster your agency can adapt to and stand up its cloud solutions, the more time it can spend on improving
and innovating its systems. Together, Affigent and Courage IT offer a proven, systematic methodology and streamlined
process of migration that produces results quickly with minimal disruption to your agency and stakeholders.
As strategic Oracle partners, together Affigent and Courage stand ready to fulfill all of your Oracle Cloud needs – from
pre-sales consultation, architecture, design, proto-typing and testing, to security, migration support and sustainment,
and even staffing.
Affigent is an Alaska Native Corporation (ANC) and Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB) offering several unique
contracting advantages and incentives. When your organization needs to meet its federal cloud requirements, together
Affigent and Courage are your best starting point for a productive, cost-effective transition to the cloud.

Contact Us
For more information on how we can help set you up for success with your Oracle Cloud services, contact
info@affigent.com.

www.affigent.com

www.courageit.com
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